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About This Game

This is an indie fighting game based on defeating waves of enemies. This game has touches of retro fighting games and a retro
music during gameply too.

What to expect:

-Infinite gameplay defeating waves of enemies

-3 keys to fight

- Destroyable objects

- Throw-able objects like knives
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How to play:

-Arrow keys to move

-Space to jump

-Z to punch

-X to kick

-C to defend yourself
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Title: Devour them all
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Dexion Games
Publisher:
Dexion Games
Release Date: 12 Oct, 2017
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devour them all steam

this game cate really be called a game. theres only 1 round and even that it can be won in thirty seconds. theres only one
throwable object which is a knife and then you pich that up at the end of the round. there only 10-12 enemies. all in all this is
deffinatly a get rich quick scheme and the one who uploaded it should be banned perminatly.

personal rating 0/10 yes that bad no exageration. What do you need to know about this "game":

1 - This is the actual game (Wow not FREE asset, but 60$ ) https:\/\/www.assetstore.unity3d.com\/en\/#!\/content\/78297
2 - video uploaded basically a year ago called "Beat 'Em Up - Game Template for Unity" is the games trailer 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/-bpX4q_mjpo
3 - MS Paint produced steam store pages cover.
4 - Google translated description.

TL:DR - 10 years old kid got 160$ from his moms credit card and released "his" "game" on steam

Small P.S.

From the game's description

What to expect:

-3 keys to fight

How to play:

-Arrow keys to move
-Space to jump
-Z to punch
-X to kick
-C to defend yourself - TOTAL: 8. HE DIDN'T EVEN CHANGE THE TITLE SCREEN
https:\/\/www.assetstore.unity3d.com\/en\/#!\/content\/78297

WHAT THE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 ARE YOU DOING VALVE?

\u02e2\u1d57\u1d49\u1d43\u1d50 \u1d48\u1da6\u02b3\u1d49\u1d9c\u1d57 \u02b7\u1d43\u02e2 \u1d43
\u1d50\u1da6\u02e2\u1d57\u1d43\u1d4f\u1d49. This is a very cheap game but there is no another stage and difficult level or
something.
Really weird game. But as i said, very cheap. ^^
. This is a scam, don't give them your dollar.

The description for the game and the video make it seem like there is endless waves of enemies, but the true reality of the game
is that there is only 3 waves of enemies and then the game is over. I timed my play through of the game three times and every
time I beat it in less than 45 seconds.

The game has three waves of about 5 bad guys and then the game sends you back to the start screen to do the game over again.
(The video for the product cuts off right before the game resets which is why it never shows the next stage, and all the screen
shots have the same guys\/backgrounds because there is only one level in the game)
. this game cate really be called a game. theres only 1 round and even that it can be won in thirty seconds. theres only one
throwable object which is a knife and then you pich that up at the end of the round. there only 10-12 enemies. all in all this is
deffinatly a get rich quick scheme and the one who uploaded it should be banned perminatly.

personal rating 0\/10 yes that bad no exageration. The sad thing is, this 'template' (yes, not even a full game or even a demo - see
in game menu start screen below title - not sure how they got pass it Steam) could have been a good game comaparable to the
old 80's and 90's beat 'em ups like 'Double dragon', if it was COMPLETED. Very sad, not recommended, not even as part of
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bundle (the way I got it). If this game was air, it would be Los Angels on a smog filled working day. Avoid. 1/10. It is just a
demo \/ game template, no full game. Two minutes playtime, then you have to start again. Avoid it.
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